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CLASS-CLOSING FACTOR CODES AND

CONSTANT-CLASS-TO-ONE FACTOR CODES FROM SHIFTS OF

FINITE TYPE

MAHSA ALLAHBAKHSHI, SOONJO HONG, AND UIJIN JUNG

Abstract. We define class-closing factor codes from shifts of finite type and
show that they are continuing if their images are of finite type. We establish
several relations between class-closing factor codes, continuing factor codes and
constant-class-to-one factor codes. In particular it is shown that a factor code
between irreducible shifts of finite type is constant-class-to-one if and only if it is
bi-class-closing, generalising a result of Nasu.

1. Introduction

It is well known that given a finite-to-one factor code π from a shift of finite type
X onto an irreducible sofic shift Y , almost all points in Y have the same number
of preimages. This number is called the degree of π, is invariant under topological
conjugacy and is essential in the study of finite-to-one codes [10, 15]. When π

is allowed to be infinite-to-one, the class degree introduced in [2] may be thought
as a natural generalisation of the degree. For each y in Y , define an equivalence
relation on the fibre π−1(y) as follows: two points x and x′ in π−1(y) are equivalent
if there is another point z in the same fibre which equals x up to an arbitrarily large
given coordinate and is right asymptotic to x′ and vice versa. Then the number of
equivalence classes (called transition classes) are finite for all y in Y and each right
transitive point in Y has the same number of classes. This number is called the
class degree of π and equals to the degree when π is finite-to-one [2].
The class degree was initially devised in the study of the ergodic measures of

relative maximal entropy [2]. It is a conjugacy-invariant upper bound on the number
of such measures over a fully supported ergodic measure. Although there are many
freedom in the construction of infinite-to-one codes [5, 6, 12], it turned out that as
for a finite-to-one code, fibres over almost all points for an infinite-to-one code are
well-behaved [1]. Class degree inherits many important properties of the degree. A
point y in Y is right transitive if and only if each transition class over y contains
a right transitive point. Also, any distinct transition classes over a right transitive
point are uniformly separated by some constant. Other structural similarities were
investigated and can be found in [1].
In [1, 2], the transition classes investigated are indeed right transition classes in

this paper. The definition of a transition is asymmetric in time, so we may also
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consider the left transition classes. To concentrate only on typical points of Y , right
transition classes are sufficient, as the set of right transition classes coincide with
that of left ones for a doubly transitive point [1, §6]. However, to consider atypical
points, we are naturally led to consider left transitions. For an example, say that
a code is constant-class-to-one if each point of Y has exactly the same number of
(right) transition classes. It is defined in terms of only right transition classes.
However, a factor code between irreducible shifts of finite type is constant-class-to-
one if and only if the left transition classes and the right ones coincide for each y

in Y , or equivalently, each point of Y has the same number of left transition classes
(see Corollary 4.6 and Corollary 5.7).
In this paper, we continue the investigation of infinite-to-one factor codes through

transition classes and class degrees. By introducing the notion of a tangled set of
words, in §3 we give an alternative approach to the class degree [2].
In §4, we generalise closing factor codes, the set of which forms an important

class of finite-to-one factor codes, into class-closing factor codes. A code is called
right class-closing if any two left asymptotic points in X with the same image are
equivalent, rather than the same. If the code is finite-to-one, then a class-closing
code is same as a closing code. One reason for which closing factor codes are useful
comes from the fact that most crucial properties of any given sofic shift space,
such as entropy or mixing property, are lifted to the edge shift determined by the
canonical right (resp., left) resolving presentation of the system [14]. Moreover,
all the known construction of finite-to-one factor codes between shifts of finite type
involve closing codes. Their existence, properties and relations with other invariants
such as dimension groups have been studied in depth [3, 4, 8, 13, 16]. Several results
are presented in §4 for class-closing factor codes, which are allowed to be infinite-to-
one. They uniformly separate the transition classes over all points in Y and possess
the delays as for closing codes (see Theorem 4.4). One known generalisation of a
closing code is a continuing code introduced in [6]. We also show that a right (resp.
left) class-closing factor code between irreducible shifts of finite type is right (resp.
left) continuing (see Theorem 4.1).
In §5, we investigate the structure of constant-class-to-one codes and present rela-

tions to class-closing codes. The structures of bi-closing factor codes are well studied.
A finite-to-one factor code between irreducible shifts of finite type is constant-to-
one if and only if it is bi-closing if and only if it is open [9, 11, 16]. generalising
this result, we show that a factor code between irreducible shifts of finite type is
constant-class-to-one if and only if it is bi-class-closing (see Corollary 5.7). In [12]
it was shown that a factor code between shifts of finite type is bi-continuing if and
only if it is open. From our result, now we know what lacks for a bi-continuing code
to be a constant-class-to-one code. Other properties on bi-class-closing codes and
constant-class-to-one codes will be also provided.

2. Backgrounds

Basic notations and results on symbolic dynamics are reviewed here. For more
expositions, we refer to [15].
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An alphabet A is a finite set whose elements are called symbols. A word or block
w = w|[1,n] of length n ∈ Z

+ over A is a concatenation of n symbols w|j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
chosen from A. The empty word of length 0 is assumed to exist. A shift space X

over A is a closed σ-invariant subset of AZ, endowed with the product topology,
where the shift map σ : AZ → AZ is given by σ(x)|i = x|i+1. If for any u, v in the
set B(X) of all words occurring in the points of X there is a word w with uwv in
B(X), then X is said to be irreducible. Let Bn(X) = B(X) ∩ An.
A point x of X is right transitive if every block in B(X) occurs in x|[0,∞). Two

points x and x′ of X are said to be right asymptotic if x|[n,∞) = x′|[n,∞) for some
n ∈ Z. Left transitive points and left asymptotic points are defined analogously. Two
points x and x′ in a shift space are mutually separated if x|i 6= x′|i for each i ∈ Z.
We call a continuous σ-commuting map between shift spaces a code, a surjective

one a factor code and a bijective one a conjugacy. Shift spaces X and Y are conjugate
if there is a conjugacy between them. A code π : X → Y is 1-block if x|0 determines
π(x)|0 for any point x in X . A 1-block code π : X → Y induces a map from B(X)
into B(Y ), also denoted by π. Every code π : X → Y is recoded to some 1-block

code π̃ : X̃ → Y , where X̃ is conjugate to X by a conjugacy commuting with π̃.
We call π constant-to-one if |π−1(y)| is constant for all y in Y and finite-to-one if
|π−1(y)| is finite for all y in Y . Otherwise it is called infinite-to-one. An image of
an irreducible shift space under a factor code is also irreducible.
A factor code π : X → Y is right closing if it does not allow two distinct left

asymptotic points with the same image. A 1-block factor code π : X → Y is right
resolving if π(ab) = π(ac) implies b = c for all ab, ac in B2(X). Left closing and
left resolving maps are defined analogously. A factor code is bi-closing (resp., bi-
resolving) if it is both right and left closing (resp., resolving). It is easy to see that a
right resolving factor code is right closing and a right closing factor code is conjugate
to a right resolving factor code.
A word w in B(X) is said to be synchronizing if whenever uw and wv are in B(X),

so is uwv. If for some k ≥ 0 every word of length k in B(X) is synchronizing, then
X is called a (k-step) shift of finite type. Every shift of finite type is conjugate to
the edge shift XG over a directed graph G, where G = (V, E), a pair of finitely many
vertices V and (directed) edges E , determines the shift space XG consisting of all
bi-infinite paths over G. Every edge shift is 1-step. For Γ ⊂ B(XG), denote by iG(Γ)
and by tG(Γ) the set of the initial vertices and that of the terminal vertices of the
paths in Γ, respectively. A graph is said to be irreducible if for each pair I, J in V
there is a path from I to J in G. A shift of finite type is irreducible if and only if it
is conjugate to XG for some irreducible graph G.
A sofic shift Y is a factor of a shift of finite type X . We call X an extension of

Y . Any sofic shift is the image of a 1-block factor code from an edge shift. This
1-block factor from the edges of a graph is called a labelling map.

3. Transition class and class degree

We review transition classes and class degrees and find useful facts as well as give
new proofs of some old results. For more details on class degree, see [1, 2]. From
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now on, let π : X → Y be a factor code from a shift of finite type X over A onto a
sofic shift Y , unless stated otherwise.

Definition 3.1. Let u and w be in Bl(X) for some l > 0 and π(u) = π(w). Then
a path v in B(X) is called a bridge from u to w if v|1 = u|1, v|l = w|l and π(v) =
π(u) = π(w). A pair of bridges from u to w and from w to u is called a 2-way bridge
between u and w.

Definition 3.2. Given m ∈ Z, y in Y and x, x′ in X with π(x) = π(x′) a right
m-bridge from x to x′ is a point ~x in X such that for some n > m we have

x|(−∞,m] = ~x|(−∞,m], ~x|[n,∞) = x′|[n,∞) and π(x) = π(x′) = π(~x).

A pair of right m-bridges from x to x′ and from x′ to x is called a 2-way m-bridge
between x and x′. A right transition from x to x′ is a sequence {~x(m)}m∈Z of m-
bridges from x to x′. When there is a right transition from x to x′, we write that
x →r x′.
We say that x and x′ are right equivalent and write that x ∼r x′ if x →r x′

and x′ →r x. It is indeed an equivalence relation and the equivalence class [x]r

of x up to ∼r is called a right (transition) class. Set JyKr = {[x]r | x ∈ π−1(y)}
and drπ(y) = |JyKr| for y in Y . The pigeonhole principle guarantees that drπ(y) is
always finite (see Theorem 4.9 of [2]). The right class degree drπ of π is defined to be
drπ = miny∈Y drπ(y).

If π is finite-to-one, then drπ equals the degree of π, which is the minimal cardinality
of the set of preimages of a point in Y . In some cases, the term class will be omitted,
which are justified as class degree generalises degree in a natural way [1, 2]. In
particular, the following result was established in [1, 2].

Theorem 3.3. Let π be a factor code from an irreducible shift of finite type X onto
a sofic shift Y . Let y be a right transitive point of Y . Then drπ(y) = drπ. Also [x]r

contains a right transitive point of X for all x in π−1(y).

We may consider a left m-bridge from x to x′ which is a point ~x in X such that
for some n < m we have

x′|(−∞,n] = ~x|(−∞,n], ~x|[m,∞) = x|[m,∞) and π(x′) = π(x) = π(~x).

Subsequently we consider a left transition x →l x′ from x to x′, a sequence {~x(m)}m∈Z

of left m-bridges from x to x′. Then left equivalence x ∼l x′ and the left class [x]l of
x up to ∼l are considered as well. If for y in Y we put JyKl = {[x]l | x ∈ π−1(y)}
and dlπ(y) = |JyKl|, then the left class degree dlπ = miny∈Y dlπ(y) of π is equal to drπ
[1, §6]. Hence we may omit “left” or “right” in front of class degree and just denote
it by dπ. However, a point in Y may have distinct numbers of right and left classes,
so we will continue to distinguish drπ(·) from dlπ(·).
The next notion which deals with words in a local scope is helpful for many

arguments.

Definition 3.4. A word u in Bl(X) is said to be routable through M at n for some
1 < n < l and M ⊂ A if there is v in B(X) with u|1 = v|1, u|l = v|l, π(u) = π(v)
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Figure 1. τπ(abcd) = 1 while dπ(abcd) = 2

and v|n ∈ M . A word w in B(Y ) is said to be fibre-routable through M at n if all
the words in π−1(w) are routable through M at n. Define the depth dπ(w) of w by

dπ(w) = min
1<n<l

min{|M | | w is fibre-routable through M at n}.

If two blocks of the same image under π are routable through a common single
symbol at the same coordinate, then a 2-way bridge is naturally found there. This
leads us to another notion concerning blocks.

Definition 3.5. Given w in B(Y ), a subset W of π−1(w) is said to be tangled if
between any two words of W lies a 2-way bridge. A partition of π−1(w) each member
of which is tangled is said to be a tangled partition. The t-depth τπ(w) of w is the
smallest cardinality of a tangled partition of π−1(w).

Example 3.6. Let π be the labelling map given in Figure 1. Then the set of the
preimages of w = abcd is tangled so that τπ(w) = 1 but dπ(w) = 2.

Beware that π−1(w) may admit two distinct tangled partitions of the smallest
cardinality. We do not guarantee that π−1(w) admits a unique tangled partition
which has the smallest cardinality and is “canonical” or “maximal” in some sense.
Even so, in any case τπ(w) is defined: for every word w in B(Y ) the set of its
preimages clearly admits the tangled partition {{u} | u ∈ π−1(w)} of the singletons.
Every extension uwv of a block w in B(Y ) has t-depth and depth no greater than

w has. We give an exposition of the case of τπ: let w be in B(Y ) and {P1, · · · , Pd}
a tangled partition of π−1(w) where d = τπ(w). Given any u, v with uwv ∈ B(Y )
set P ′

j = {α ∈ π−1(uwv) | α|[|u|+1,|u|+|w|] ∈ Pj} for 1 ≤ j ≤ d. Then for 1 ≤ j ≤ d

each P ′
j |[|u|+1,|u|+|w|] is contained in Pj and P ′

j is tangled.
At first, only the depth of a word was defined in [2]. The notion of t-depth is better

than that of depth in some cases because compactness arguments are applied to the
former more naturally. It was shown in [2, Theorem 4.24] that dπ = minw∈B(Y ) dπ(w).
We show that dπ equals minw∈B(Y ) τπ(w) as well. Throughout the rest of the section,
let π be a factor code from a shift of finite type X onto an irreducible sofic shift Y .
Let y be in Y and d = drπ(y).
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Remark 3.7. Let w be in B(Y ) and l = |w|. There are 1 < n < l and M ⊂ A with
|M | = dπ(w) such that w is fibre-routable through a symbol of M at n. Set up
any order on M and partition the words in π−1(w) up to the least symbols of M
through which they are routable at n. That is, u in π−1(w) is classified into Pa if a
is the least symbol of M through which u is routable at n. For any a in M and two
words u, v in Pa there are u′, v′ with u′|n = v′|n = a, u|1 = u′|1, u|l = u′|l, v|1 = v′|1
and v|l = v′|l. Then u′|[1,n)av

′|(n,l] and v′|[1,n)au
′|(n,l] form a 2-way bridge between u

and v. So each Pa is tangled and since Pa’s, a in M , partition π−1(w), we have that
τπ(w) ≤ dπ(w).

Proposition 3.8. There are only finitely many occurrences of words with depth
(resp. t-depth) smaller than d in y|[0,∞).

Proof. By Remark 3.7 it suffices to show that at most finitely many occurrences of
words with t-depth smaller than d are allowed in y|[0,∞). Let us have an infinite
sequence 0 < m1 < n1 < m2 < n2 < · · · with wk = y|[mk,nk], dk = τπ(wk), k ∈ N.
Let Pk be a tangled partition of π−1(wk) of cardinality dk for every k ∈ N.
Let d′ = lim infk dk. Take any preimages xj , 0 ≤ j ≤ d′, of y. Let Pj,k be the

element of Pk which contains xj |[mk,nk], for k ∈ N. Given k ∈ N with dk = d′ there
are 0 ≤ i < j ≤ d′ with Pi,k = Pj,k so that we have a 2-way bridge between xi|[mk,nk]

and xj |[mk,nk]. So there are 0 ≤ i < j ≤ d′ such that we have a 2-way bridge between
xi|[mk,nk] and xj |[mk,nk] for infinitely many k with dk = d′, i.e., xi ∼

r xj . Hence, it
is impossible to take more than d′ preimages of y which are not right equivalent to
each other, and d ≤ d′. �

A recurrent point is a point any word of which occurs infinitely often to the right.
Corollary 3.9 is immediate from Proposition 3.8.

Corollary 3.9. If y is recurrent, then

d = min{dπ(y|[m,n]) | m ≤ n} = min{τπ(y|[m,n]) | m ≤ n}.

Furthermore, if y is right transitive, then

dπ = d = min{dπ(y|[m,n]) | m ≤ n} = min{τπ(y|[m,n]) | m ≤ n}.

4. Class-closing factor codes

We introduce the notion of class-closing property. Its equivalent conditions and
several properties are found. The main result in the present section is the following
theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let π be a factor code from an irreducible shift of finite type X onto
another shift of finite type Y . If π is right class-closing, then it is right continuing.

We start with a definition and an example.

Definition 4.2. Let π be a factor code from an irreducible shift of finite type X

onto a sofic shift Y . If any two left (resp., right) asymptotic points x and x′ in X

with π(x) = π(x′) are right (resp., left) equivalent, then π is said to be right (resp.,
left) class-closing. If π is right and left class-closing at the same time, then it is said
to be bi-class-closing.
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Figure 2. Right class-closing but not left class-closing factor code

Note that two left asymptotic points are automatically left equivalent so that we
only need to consider their right equivalence. The class-closing condition is slightly
weaker than closing one in that the latter require two asymptotic points with the
same image to be actually equal. Any right closing factor code which is not left
closing is also right class-closing but not left class-closing. For a concrete example,
see Example 4.3.

Example 4.3. The factor code given in Figure 2 as the labelling map on the edges
is not left class-closing since it has two right asymptotic preimages of ∞101∞ which
are not left equivalent. It is, however, right resolving.

We find some equivalent conditions for class-closing property. Let G = (V, E)
be an irreducible graph. Let X = XG and Y = π(X) where π is a labelling map
on E . For I ⊂ V and v in B(Y ), let tG,I(v) = tG{w ∈ π−1(v) | iG(w) ∈ I}. A
subset J of V is said to be right accessible from a vertex I in V via a word v in
B(Y ) if J ⊂ tG,{I}(v). A set Γ of paths with the same label over G is said to be
right accessible from I if iG(Γ) is right accessible from I. Symmetrically we define
left accessible vertices and paths. Accessible sets are based on a similar idea as
compatible sets which Nasu introduced to encode bi-closing factor codes between
shifts of finite type to bi-resolving ones [16].

Theorem 4.4. Let G = (V, E) be an irreducible graph. Let X = XG and Y = π(X)
where π is a labelling map on E . Then the following are equivalent:

(1) π is right class-closing.
(2) Any two points from distinct right classes over the same point in Y are

mutually separated.
(3) [x]l ⊂ [x]r for all x in X. Equivalently, any right class is a union of left

classes.
(4) We have an integer D ≥ 0 such that the paths of length D+1 outgoing from

any single vertex of G are tangled if they have the same label.
(5) We have an integer D ≥ 0 such that the paths of length D+1 right accessible

from any single vertex of G are tangled if they have the same label.

Furthermore, D found in (4) satisfies the role of D in (5) and the vice versa.

Proof. (5) =⇒ (2): Assume (5). It suffices to show that if two points with the same
image of X meet each other at least once then they are right equivalent. Let two
points x and x′ in X meet each other and have the same image y. We may assume
that x|0 = x′|0 = e without loss of generality. For any n > 0 two paths x|[n,n+D]

and x′|[n,n+D] are right accessible from tG(e) via y|[1,n−1]. By (5) we have a 2-way
right transition between x and x′ which is just a sequence of 2-way bridges between
x|[n,n+D] and x′|[n,n+D].
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(2) =⇒ (3): Assume that [x]l \ [x]r is nonempty and contains a point x′ for some
x in X . We have n < 0 and a symbol a in A such that x and x′ are routable through
a at n. Taking routed points if necessary, we may assume that x|n = x′|n = a. That
is, x and x′ are not mutually separated with x′ 6∈ [x]r.
(3) =⇒ (1): Suppose that π is not right class-closing. Then there are two left

asymptotic points x and x′ with π(x) = π(x′) but which are not right equivalent.
However they are left equivalent as are left asymptotic. That is, x′ ∈ [x]l \ [x]r and
[x]l 6⊂ [x]r.
(1) =⇒ (4): Suppose that (4) does not hold. Then for any D ∈ N there is a

vertex I in V such that we can find paths αD and βD of length D outgoing from I

with π(αD) = π(βD) but without a 2-way bridge between them. Because V is finite
there is a vertex I such that for all D we can find such outgoing paths αD and βD.
Without loss of generality we may say that for infinitely many D ∈ N there is no
bridge from αD to βD. By compactness of X there are two right infinite paths α

and β outgoing from I such that π(α) = π(β) and there is no bridge from α to β.
Take a left infinite path λ of X terminating at I and set two left asymptotic points
x = λα and x′ = λβ. Then x 6→r x′. Hence π is not right class-closing.
(4) =⇒ (5): Find D satisfying (4). We use the induction. The first step is for any

two paths of length D+1 over G which are labeled the same and are right accessible
from a vertex of G via the empty word ε. The case is just a restatement of (4) in
terms of accessibility.
Next, assume that (5) holds for any two paths of length D + 1 over G, both

labeled the same and right accessible from a vertex of G via a word in Bn(Y ) for
some n ∈ Z

+. We will show that the same holds for the paths right accessible via a
word in Bn+1(Y ).
Choose over G two paths α and β of length D + 1 labeled w and right accessible

from I in V via u in Bn+1(Y ). There are paths γ and κ labeled u from I to iG(α)
and to iG(β), respectively, over G. Put α′ = γ|n+1α|[1,D] and β ′ = κ|n+1β|[1,D]. Since
α′ and β ′ are labeled the same word u|n+1w|[1,D] and right accessible from I via
u|[1,n], the induction assumption gives a bridge ~α′ from α′ to β ′. The vertex iG(α) =
tG(α

′|1) = tG(~α
′|1) = iG(~α

′|2) has two outgoing paths α and ~α′|[2,D]β|[D,D+1] of the
same label w. Applying (4) to them we obtain a bridge from α to ~α′|[2,D]β|[D,D+1],
that is, a path in π−1(w) starting with α|1 and ending with β|D+1. The path is a
bridge from α to β as well. Similarly we have a bridge from β to α. The proof is
complete. �

Remark 4.5. The mutual separation in (2) is not a conjugacy invariant. Even if x
and x′ in X are mutually separated and φ is a conjugacy from X , it may happen
that φ(x) and φ(x′) are not mutually separated. To address this flaw, let d be a
metric on X which gives the same product topology as before. It does exist in any
case [15]. Now, if there is δ > 0 such that d(x, x′) > δ for any two points x, x′ in the
distinct right (resp., left) classes, then π is said to separate right (resp., left) classes.
This notion turns out to be invariant under conjugacy and, together with (2) and
(3), leads to Corollary 4.6.
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Figure 3. Finding ū

Corollary 4.6. Let π be a factor code from an irreducible shift of finite type X onto
a sofic shift Y . Then π is right class-closing if and only if π separates right classes
if and only if [x]l ⊂ [x]r for all x in X. Also π is bi-class-closing if and only if
[x]l = [x]r for all x in X.

The smallest D satisfying (4) or (5) in Theorem 4.4 is called the delay of π. When
π is a finite-to-one closing factor code from an irreducible shift of finite type, its
class-closing delay equals its closing delay [15, §5.1]. If π has delay 0 then it is
right resolving. Also note that for any factor code which is not necessarily right
class-closing, the condition (2) holds for right transitive points, which are “typical”
points, of Y [1].
We recall another generalisation of closing property given in [6], called continuing

property.

Definition 4.7. Let π be a factor code from a shift space X onto Y . If for any
points x in X and y in Y left (resp., right) asymptotic to π(x) there is a preimage of
y left (resp., right) asymptotic to x, then π is said to be right (resp., left) continuing.
If π is right and left continuing at the same time, then it is said to be bi-continuing.

The property is invariant under conjugacy. Theorem 4.1 generalises a well-known
fact that a right closing finite-to-one factor code between irreducible shifts of finite
type is right continuing. The fact itself is used in the proof of the result.
For the proof of the theorem, we construct Ḡ from G and a labelling map π̄ on it

using the subset construction as follows: the vertices of Ḡ are set to be the nonempty
subsets of V. Let Ī and J̄ be in V̄ = V(Ḡ). Put an edge ē from Ī to J̄ and set
π̄(ē) = a if J̄ = tG,Ī(a). Name the new labelling map on Ḡ as π̄. Then π̄ is right
resolving and π̄(XḠ) = π(XG) = Y .
The notion of sink makes things simpler in the proof. An irreducible subgraph

H of Ḡ is a sink if any outgoing edge from a vertex of H is an edge of H and its
terminal vertex again belongs to H . Choose any I in V and let H be a sink of Ḡ
which can be reached from {I} in V̄ over Ḡ. It exists, is irreducible and π̄(XH) = Y ,
always. Note that for any Ī in V(H) there is u in B(G) with Ī = tG,{I}(u) and that a
path from Ī to J̄ in V(H) over Ḡ may be regarded as the set of paths from a subset
of Ī ⊂ V onto J̄ ⊂ V over G. Refer to [15, §3.3,§4.4] for detailed expositions about
the subset construction and sink.
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a

b

a

b

a

Figure 4. Bi-class-closing but neither right nor left continuing factor code

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Reset Ḡ to be the sink H defined as above for the conve-
nience. Then π̄ is right continuing as a right resolving factor code onto a shift of
finite type.
We claim that for every point x in X there is a point x̄ in X̄ = XḠ such that

each π̄(x̄) = π(x) and tḠ(x̄|i) contains tG(x|i) for all i ∈ Z. To show the claim,
take any Ī in V̄ and a vertex I of G contained in Ī. Given m ≤ n let v be a path
from I to J = iG(x|[m,n]) over G and let α = π(vx|[m,n]). Over Ḡ there appears a
path ū labeled α from Ī into a vertex K̄ = {tG(u) | iG(u) ∈ Ī, π(u) = α} of Ḡ.
Clearly tḠ(ū||v|+i) contains tG(x|m−1+i) for each i = 1, · · · , n −m + 1. At last, by
compactness we can find x̄ as well (see Figure 3).
Now given x in X and y in Y with π(x) and y left asymptotic, first fix x̄ found

by the claim. Since π̄ is right continuing and π̄(x̄) = π(x), there exists a point x̄′

in π̄−1(y) left asymptotic to x̄. Without loss of generality, assume that x̄|(−∞,0] =
x̄′|(−∞,0]. It is easy to detach from x̄′|[n,∞) a right infinite path x′

n|[n,∞) in X such
that π(x′

n|[n,∞)) = y|[n,∞) and tḠ(x̄
′|i) contains tG(x

′
n|i) for all n ≤ 0 and i ≥ n. By

compactness of X we have a point x′ in X such that π(x′) = y and tḠ(x̄
′|i) contains

tG(x
′|i) for all i in Z. Let J = tG(x

′|0).
Let D be the delay of π. Regard x̄|[−D,0] as a set of paths of length D + 1 over G

from a subset of Ī = tG(x̄
′|−D−1) into all the vertices in J̄ = tG(x̄|0). Since Ī is right

accessible from a vertex in V via some path, say u, over G, the set x̄|[−D,0] is also an
right accessible set of paths over G. As π is right class-closing, it is tangled. Let w
be a bridge from x|[−D,0] to x′|[−D,0]. Then x|(−∞,−D−1]wx

′|[1,∞] is left asymptotic to
x and is sent to y, completing the proof. �

Since a continuing factor of a shift of finite type is of finite type [17], a right
class-closing code from an irreducible shift of finite type is right continuing if and
only if its image is of finite type. Trivially, every right closing factor code from an
irreducible shift of finite type onto a strictly sofic shift is not right continuing. For
an example, see Example 4.8.

Example 4.8. Let π be the labelling given in Figure 4. Then it is bi-class-closing
with both delays 2. Any positive power (ab)k of ab is not synchronizing as bb(ab)k

and (ab)kb are allowed while bb(ab)kb is not, so the image shift space is not of finite
type. Hence π is neither right nor left continuing.

Before moving on to the next section, we note a difference between closing factor
codes and class-closing factor codes. We present an example of a bi-continuing
factor code between irreducible shifts of finite type which is neither left nor right
class-closing. The example contrasts with finite-to-one right (resp., left) continuing
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Figure 5. Bi-continuing but neither right nor left class-closing factor code

b c
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Figure 6. A fibre-mixing factor code: every bi-infinite labelled paths
has exactly one transition class

factor codes between irreducible shifts of finite type, which are automatically right
(resp., left) closing [6].

Example 4.9. Let π be the labelling given in Figure 5. Then it is bi-continuing but
neither left nor right class-closing: ∞01∞ has two left asymptotic preimages which
are not right equivalent and ∞10∞ has two right asymptotic preimages which are
not left equivalent.

5. Constant-class-to-one factor codes

We establish relations between class-closing factor codes, continuing factor codes
and constant-class-to-one factor codes.

Definition 5.1. Let π be a factor code from a shift of finite type X onto a sofic
shift Y . We say that π is constant-class-to-one if drπ(y) = dπ for all y in Y .

Later in this section it will be shown that left or right does not matter in Def-
inition 5.1. If π has constant preimages over every image point, then it is called
constant-to-one. Later, we can see that π is constant-to-one if and only if it is finite-
to-one and constant-class-to-one. When π is constant-class-to-one with dπ = 1, it
is called fibre-mixing. The property was defined and studied in [18]. An example of
such a factor code is given in Figure 6.
It has been known that a finite-to-one factor between irreducible shifts of finite

type is open if and only if it is constant-to-one if and only if it is bi-closing [9, 16].
We also know that a factor code between irreducible shifts of finite type is open if
and only if it is bi-continuing [12]. We aim to extend some of these equivalences
to infinite-to-one cases. First, with the help of Lemma 5.2, a constant-class-to-one
factor code is shown to be bi-class-closing and bi-continuing.
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Lemma 5.2. Let π be a factor code from an irreducible shift of finite type X onto
a sofic shift Y . There is δ > 0 such that for any x in X the set Jπ(x)Kr contains
d = dπ right classes including [x]r the distances among which are no less than δ.

Proof. Without loss of generality assume X to be 1-step and π to be 1-block. We
find such d classes which are mutually separated. Let y = π(x) and let {xn}n∈N be
a sequence of right transitive points with xn|(−∞,n] = x|(−∞,n]. Then yn = π(xn) is
right transitive and yn|(−∞,n] = y|(−∞,n] for every n ∈ N.
For every n in N there are d mutually separated right classes Cn,1, · · · , Cn,d over

yn such that x
(1)
n = xn is in Cn,1 since each yn is right transitive [1, Theorem

4.4]. Take x
(j)
n from Cn,j for each 2 ≤ j ≤ d and n ∈ N. There is an increasing

sequence {nk}k∈N such that x
(j)
nk

converges to some x(j) as k → ∞ for all 1 ≤ j ≤ d,

x
(j)
nk
|[−k,k] = x(j)|[−k,k] and x(1) = x. Since X is 1-step, by changing the left infinite

tails we may assume that x
(j)
nk
|(−∞,k] = x(j)|(−∞,k] for all 1 ≤ j ≤ d and k ∈ N. It is

clear that π(x(j)) = y for 1 ≤ j ≤ d.
Fix any i 6= j. We claim that there is no right bridge from x(i) to x(j). For a contra-

diction, assume that there is ~u in BN(X) such that x(i)|(−∞,0]~ux
(j)|[N+1,∞) is in π−1(y)

for some N ∈ N. It follows that for k ≥ N + 1 we have x
(i)
nk
|(−∞,0]~ux

(j)
nk
|[N+1,∞) ∈

π−1(ynk
), which contradict the assumption that Cnk,1, · · · , Cnk,d are mutually sepa-

rated.
Now we show that Ci = [x(i)]r and Cj = [x(j)]r are mutually separated. Take

arbitrary z(i) and z(j) in Ci and Cj, respectively. For each m ∈ N find a right m-

bridge z
(i)
m from z(i) to x(i) such that z

(i)
m |[m′,∞) = x(i)|[m′,∞) for some m′ > m. For

any k > m′ the point z̄
(i)
m = z

(i)
m |(−∞,m′]x

(i)
nk
|[m′,∞) is legal in X , is mapped to ynk

, and

limm z̄
(i)
m = limm z

(i)
m = z(i). Simultaneously, we also find preimages z̄

(j)
m of ynk

which
are right transitive for all m ∈ N and converge to z(j).

Note that since x
(i)
nk

and x
(j)
nk

are in different classes which are mutually separated,

then z̄
(i)
m ∼r x

(i)
nk

and z̄
(j)
m ∼r x

(j)
nk

are mutually separated. Therefore their respective
convergent points z(i) and z(j) are mutually separated, which implies that Ci and Cj

are mutually separated. �

Theorem 5.3. Let π be a 1-block factor code from an irreducible 1-step shift of
finite type X onto a sofic shift Y . The followings are equivalent:

(1) π is constant-class-to-one with dπ = d.
(2) There is N > 0 such that all words in BN(Y ) have the minimal depth d.
(3) There is N > 0 such that all words in BN(Y ) have the minimal t-depth d.

If any of the above three conditions holds then π is bi-class-closing and bi-continuing.

Proof. (3) =⇒ (1): Let for a fixed N > 0 all words in BN (Y ) have the minimal
t-depth d. Given any point y in Y choose any word w in BN(ω(y)) where ω(y) is
the ω-limit set of y. Then drπ(y) ≤ τπ(w) = d by Proposition 3.8. At the same time
d = dπ ≤ drπ(y). Hence drπ(y) = d.
(1) =⇒ (2): Suppose that for any N > 0 there is a word in BN (Y ) whose depth

is greater than d = dπ. By compactness there is a point y in Y such that all words
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occurring in it have depth greater than d. According to Theorem 4.22 of [2] always
occurs a word with depth drπ(y) in y. Hence drπ(y) > d.
(2) =⇒ (3): Let for a fixed N > 0 all words in BN(Y ) have the minimal depth d.

Applying Remark 3.7 we obtain τπ(w) ≤ dπ(w) = d for all w in BN (Y ). Applying
Corollary 3.9 we obtain d = dπ ≤ τπ(w) for all w in BN(Y ). Hence τπ(w) = d for all
w in BN (Y ).
Now assume that π is constant-class-to-one with d = dπ and that N is such a

number that dπ(w) = d for all w in BN(Y ). Using Lemma 5.2 we can find some
δ > 0 such that for any point y of Y there are d right classes over y any two of which
are separated by some distance greater than δ. Only d right classes exist over y and
the existence of δ immediately implies that π separates right classes. Thus π is right
class-closing. In a similar way π is left class-closing and hence is bi-class-closing.
Finally let x be in X and y a point left asymptotic to π(x) in Y . Assume without

loss of generality that w = y|[1,N ] = π(x)|[1,N ]. There is a tangled partition P =
{P1, · · · , Pd} of π−1(w). Say x|[1,N ] is in P1. There is a preimage x′ of y such that
x′|[1,N ] is in P1. Take a bridge ~u from x|[1,N ] to x′|[1,N ]. Then z = x|(−∞,0]~ux

′|[N+1,∞)

is a preimage of y left asymptotic to x as desired. So π is right continuing. In a
similar way π is left continuing and hence is bi-continuing. �

The conditions (2) and (3) are irrelevant of directions of transitions. So it is
observed that π is constant-class-to-one if and only if dlπ(y) = dπ for all y in Y . The
equivalence justifies to use the term simply constant-class-to-one, not emphasizing
right or left like constant-right-class-to-one or constant-left-class-to-one.

Corollary 5.4. A factor code from an irreducible shift of finite type onto a sofic shift
is constant-class-to-one with dπ = d if and only if it is constant-left-class-to-one.

Proposition 5.5 proves the converse of Theorem 5.3. Theorem 5.6 is a main result
of this section. It is shown by Proposition 5.5 combined with Theorem 5.3.

Proposition 5.5. Let π be a factor code from an irreducible shift of finite type
X onto a sofic shift Y . If π is right class-closing and left-continuing then it is
constant-class-to-one.

Proof. Suppose that π is right class-closing and left continuing but not constant-
class-to-one. Choose a point y in Y with d = drπ(y) > dπ and preimages x1, · · · , xd

of y such that xi 6∼
r xj for all i 6= j. Replacing y|(−∞,0] with a left transitive tail get

a left transitive point y′ right asymptotic to y. Since y′ is left transitive, we see that
d′ = dlπ(y

′) = dπ < d. Since π is left-continuing, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ d there must be
a preimage x′

j of y′ right asymptotic to xj . As d′ < d there must be 1 ≤ i < k ≤ d

such that x′
i ∼

l x′
k, i.e., [x

′
i]
l = [x′

k]
l. However, as right asymptotic points of xi and

xk, respectively, they are not right equivalent and [x′
i]
r 6= [x′

k]
r. Since we assumed π

to be right class-closing, by (3) of Theorem 4.4 we meet a contradiction. �

Theorem 5.6. Let π be a factor code from an irreducible shift of finite type X onto
a sofic shift Y . Then π is right class-closing and left-continuing if and only if it is
left class-closing and right-continuing if and only if it is constant-class-to-one.
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I

iG(ᾱ)

iG(β̄)

u

tG(ᾱ|D+1)

~β
β|[D+2,2D+1]

α|[D+2,2D+1]

α′|[D+2,2D+1]

tG(ᾱ|2D+1)

~α|[2,D+1]

β|2D+2

α|2D+2

Ī

Figure 7. Left class-closing with delay 2D + 1

Finite-to-one class-closing factor codes are exactly closing ones. Hence, a factor
code is finite-to-one and constant-class-to-one factor code if and only if it is bi-closing
and bi-continuing if and only if it is constant-to-one.
Further, applying Theorem 4.1 we obtain the following Corollary 5.7 which gen-

eralises Theorem 7.3. in [16].

Corollary 5.7. Let π be a factor code between irreducible shifts of finite type X and
Y . Then π is bi-class-closing if and only if it is constant-class-to-one.

Until now some equivalences between closing codes, continuing codes and constant-
to-one factor codes have been extended to infinite-to-one cases by Theorem 5.6 and
Corollary 5.7. Not as in finite-to-one cases, however, bi-continuing factor codes are
not necessarily bi-class-closing nor holds the converse as already shown in Exam-
ple 4.9 and in Example 4.8, respectively.
Of the two examples, Example 4.8 also provides a bi-class-closing factor code

which is not constant-class-to-one. Its image is surely not of finite type but appears
to be an almost finite type shift, which is defined to be the image of a bi-closing
factor code from an irreducible shift of finite type. Many factor theorems between
shifts of finite type are generalised to between almost finite type shifts [4, 8] and a
sofic shift Y is almost finite type if and only if among factor codes from irreducible
shifts of finite type onto it there is a minimal one through which every such a factor
code is factored [7].
We now show that a bi-class-closing factor of an irreducible shift of finite type

is almost finite type. The graph Ḡ and the factor π̄ from Ḡ given by the subset
construction in the previous section are to be used again. As in Theorem 4.1 Ḡ

actually denotes the sink H of the subset construction graph of G given in the
section. The following proposition shows that Ḡ together with π̄ is a bi-closing
extension of Y .
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left-class-closing& right-continuing right-class-closing& left-continuing

constant-class-to-one

Figure 8. Relation between class-closing factor codes, continuing
factor codes and constant-class-to-one factor codes

Proposition 5.8. Let G = (V, E) be an irreducible graph. Let X = XG and Y =
π(X) where π is a labelling map on E . If π is bi-class-closing with both right and
left delays D, then π̄ is left closing with delay 2D + 1.

Proof. Let paths ᾱ and β̄ over Ḡ end at a vertex Ī and have the same label w and
the same length 2D + 2. To show that ᾱ|2D+1 and β̄|2D+1 share the same terminal
vertex on Ḡ, we claim that

tḠ(ᾱ|2D+1) = tG(ᾱ|2D+1) = tG(β̄|2D+1) = tḠ(β̄|2D+1)

regarding ᾱ and β̄ as the sets of paths over G at the same time.
It follows from Ī = tG(ᾱ) = tG(β̄) that for each α in ᾱ there is β in β̄ with

tG(β) = tG(α). Since π is left class-closing with delay D and α|[1,D+1] and β|[1,D+1]

are left accessible from tG(β) = tG(α) via w|[D+2,2D+2], the two blocks form a tangled

set and there is a bridge ~β from β|[1,D+1] to α|[1,D+1] (see Figure 7).
Say iG(ᾱ) is right accessible from I in V via u. Given α′ in ᾱ|[1,2D+1], there is

a bridge ~α from α|[D+1,2D+1] to α′|[D+1,2D+1] as they are right accessible from I via

uw|[1,D] and π is right class-closing with delay D. Then ~β~α|[2,D+1] is a bridge from
β|[1,2D+1] to α′|[1,2D+1]. That is, there is a path over G starting from a vertex in iG(β̄)
and ending at tG(α

′|2D+1) when α′ is chosen arbitrarily in ᾱ. Hence tG(ᾱ|2D+1) is a
contained in tG(β̄|2D+1). A symmetric argument gives tG(ᾱ|2D+1) = tG(β̄|2D+1). �

Corollary 5.9. The image of a bi-class-closing factor code from an irreducible shift
of finite type is almost finite type.

The conclusive relations between factor codes found in the section are summarised
in Figure 8.
We finish the paper with another observation on a property of class-closing factor

codes analogous to closing factor codes. It is about the points of Y with degree more
than dπ. Let π be finite-to-one and Mπ = {y ∈ Y | π−1(y) > dπ}. Then Mπ is a
subshift of Y if and only if π is bi-closing. The analogous conditions for class-closing
factor codes are set in Proposition 5.10.

Proposition 5.10. Let π be a factor code from an irreducible shift of finite type X

onto a sofic shift Y . Let M r
π = {y ∈ Y | drπ(y) > d} and M l

π = {y ∈ Y | dlπ(y) > d}
where d = dπ. Then M r

π (resp., M l
π) is a subshift of Y if and only if π is right (resp.,

left) class-closing. Also M r
π = M l

π if and only if π is bi-class-closing.
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Proof. Without loss of generality we will concern only right class-closing cases. Also,
assume that π is 1-block and X is 1-step.
( =⇒ ) Assume that π is not right class-closing. Then there are two left asymptotic

points x and x′ in X with x 6∼r x′. Changing the common left infinite tail of the
two points, we may assume that they are left transitive. Let y = π(x) = π(x′). It
is left transitive, too. By Lemma 5.2 there are at least d mutually separated right
classes C1 = [x]r, C2, · · · , Cd over y. Since [x′]r is not mutually separated from C1,
it is not any of C2, · · · , Cd. So JyKr has at least d+ 1 right classes C1, · · · , Cd, [x

′]r,
and thus, y is in M r

π . As y is left transitive, the σ-orbit closure of M r
π is the whole

Y . For M r
π to be closed and σ-invariant it has to be Y itself, which is impossible.

(⇐=) We claim that for a right class-closing factor code π a word with the depth
d occurs in y if and only if drπ(y) = d. One direction is easy: by Theorem 4.22 of [2],
given any point y in Y , a word with the depth ≤ d occurs in y if drπ(y) = d. To show
the converse, assume that a word w with dπ(w) = d occurs in y, say y|[1,|w|] = w and
that drπ(y) > d. Then there must be two right classes over y such that their points
are routable through the same symbol at some 1 < n < |w|. Those two right classes
end up not being mutually separated and it follows that π is not right class-closing.
Hence, the claim is shown to be true.
Assume that π is right class-closing. Then the set M r

π is given by an expres-
sion {y ∈ Y | dπ(y|[m,n]) > d ∀m,n with m ≤ n}. That is, it is obtained by for-
bidding the words with the depth d from Y and is expressed as the intersection⋂

dπ(w)=d

⋂
n∈Z σ

n(X \ [w]0) where [w]0 is a cylinder set at 0 determined by w. Here
⋂

n∈Z σ
n(X \ [w]0) expresses the set obtained by forbidding w from Y . The latter

intersection is closed and σ-invariant, and hence is a subshift of Y . So is M r
π .

Now, if π is bi-class-closing, then both M r
π and M l

π are the same such subshift of
Y . If π is class-closing in only one direction of right or left, then only one of M r

π

or M l
π is a subshift of Y so that they cannot be the same. The last case reduces

to when π is neither left nor right class-closing. Note that for a factor code π from
an irreducible shift of finite type, no right transitive point belongs to M r

π and no
left one to M l

π (see Theorem 3.3). Moreover, if π is not right class-closing, then M r
π

contains some left transitive points (see the proof in ( =⇒ )). Hence, if π is neither
left nor right class-closing, then M r

π \ M l
π contains the same left transitive points

that M r
π does. Therefore M r

π \M l
π is nonempty and M r

π 6= M l
π. �
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